




Our world will change more in the next 20 years than in the previous 300 years



The future is no longer an extension of the present!

Technology will be virtually  
unlimited within a decade*



The rise of smart software and networked, ’intelligent’ machines represents a tidal shift in our society



It could be heaven or it could be hell…



Exponential Change



1 2 4 8 16 32 64 128

DATA every-where/thing  
CLOUD everything 
SMART everything  
CONNECTED everything  
COMPUTE anything 
MAKE anything 
TRANSACT anything  
SEE everything



Data is the new Oil. AI is the new electricity. The IoT is the new nervous system.



Quantum computing will be the super-charger for AI and IoT (ETA: 3-5 years)



Defining AI



“AI is the science and engineering of making intelligent machines” (John McCarthy)   

AI is not ‘a technology’ 



AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)



AI: Computer systems that turn information and data into KNOWLEDGE  
(Demis Hassabis,  CEO, DeepMind)



https://gerd.fm/megashifts

#GlobalBrain



“Machine learning is the science of giving computers the ability to learn and 
find insights without explicitly programming the machines on what to do” 



“Deep learning applications recognize patterns, optimize for outcome and make a decision. 
Most deep learning models are based on the concept of neural networks” (Kai-Fu Lee)





Landscape of Human Competence (Moravec, Tegmark) 



95% of today’s applications Existential threat?









The low-hanging fruit: smart everything, everywhere, anytime  (IA)



Real or not?



The vast promises of AI: understanding, imagination, intuition and wisdom required!



AI is the new UI (user interface)

REAL



? REAL ?



? REAL ?



Datafication + Cognification + Automation of government services: donotpay example 

REAL



Ad-hoc, real-time assessment of economic trends and indicators

REAL



The end of traffic jams and congestion: complete automation and autonomy 

? REAL ?



REAL



Generally intelligent machines: Don’t mistake a clear view for a short distance! 
(Paul Saffo)



Poll #1

 Do you believe that AI could  
become an existential threat? 



Humans and Machines 



Humanity ☯ Technology





How computable are we?



Data and Information 
is not Knowledge*
is not Understanding
is not Wisdom
is not Purpose





“All of my best 
decisions in 

business and life  
have been made 

with heart, intuition, 
guts… not 
analysis” 

“When it comes to really 
important decisions 

 data trumps intuition 
every time” 

AndrorithmsAlgorithms

Commerce is driven by data, but MEANING is created by humans!



Digital Ethics 



"Ethics is knowing the difference between what you have a right (or the power) to do and what is the right thing to do”                                                        
adapted from Potter Stewart



Technology is morally neutral - until we use it







Humanity ☯ Technology: where to draw the line?



Defining a sustainable balance between  
humans (HI) and machines (AI) will be crucial!

“Technology can do great things, but it does not 
WANT to do great things. It does not want anything.” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        Tim Cook, CEO, Apple October 25 2018



DIGITAL ETHICS: the difference between doing whatever technological progress will 
allow us to do, and putting human happiness and societal flourishing first at all times



SecurityRegulation
TrustControl

Transparency

Ethics

As everything moves into the cloud and governments will use AI everywhere, the more TRUST becomes essential





Poll #2

 How do you think AI could be kept 
ethical and beneficial for everyone ?



AI and the future of  
work, jobs, education



Anything that can be digitized or automated, will be: the end of routine is near!



But anything that cannot be digitized or automated will become much more valuable!   



  The future of human work: upskilling, reskilling, life-long learning…



Humanity 
Ethics 
Creativity 
Imagination

Science 
Technology 
Engineering  
Mathematics



Conclusions and Actions 



The future is better than we think  - if we design it wisely!

#digitalethics



Poll #3

 What is the most important benefit that 
AI could bring to your government and 

your nation in the near future?



 Reminder: Technology is exponential but humans are not *



Strong leadership in digital ethics will be a key competitive advantage 



Invest as much time and money in HUMANITY (relationships, EQ, new skills, wisdom, 
foresights, thought-leadership, trust, brand and ethics) as you invest in TECHNOLOGY






